Project Deliverable #4 Grading Sheet

General information
___ Has cover page for "Project Deliverable #4: Lo-Fidelity Prototype", team number, project name, etc.
___ Has deliverable #4 grading form as the first page after the cover page.
___ Has Table of Contents for this deliverable

Project Context and Scenarios
___ Has current version of root concept
___ Has current version of product concept statement
___ Has current version of design scenarios and claims (labeled and numbered)

Lo-fidelity prototype
___ Has a pointer to lo-fi prototype inside report
___ Labeled the parts of prototype using a labeling scheme
___ Annotated the scenarios and indicated when a prototype part is used
___ Includes all interactions specified in previous deliverable walk-through grading sheet

Usability process
___ Described the group's iterative process.
___ Included a description of the iterative process your group used in developing and refining the prototype
___ Discussed tradeoffs discovered as part of iterative process in developing the prototype.

Comments